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ABSTRACT 

 

 Text password is widely used for user authentication on websites because of its 

convenience and simplicity. Since users select weak password and reuse the same password in 

different websites, user’s passwords are prone to be stolen and compromised by many threats 

and vulnerabilities. In order to protect the user’s identity the user authentication protocol 

proposes the oPass enhancement; it requires a long-term password for cell phone protection and 

account ID for login on all websites. Since the TeleServiceProvider is a third party in order to 

enhance more security, we develop a shared secret key exchange mechanism between server and 

user instead of TSP. For high performance and speed we also use a 3G connection. Secret key 

exchange mechanism is used to transfer information securely between the server and client 

directly. In order to avoid password reuse and stealing attack at each time one time password is 

automatically generated by the oPass .If cell phone is lost, using long term password of the user’s 

cell phone and with reissued SIM the user can again recover the oPass system. Compared to 

other conventional web authentication mechanism oPass is more efficient and affordable. Data 

integrity problem and other attacks can be prevented using onetime password along with 

enhanced encryption using key exchange scheme (RSA+DIFFIE). 

 

Keywords- Onetime password, key exchange scheme, password reuse and stealing attack, 

user authentication, Net Security. 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

  Text password is used as primary means of user authentication from past few decades. In 

order to register in websites people selects username and passwords. If users select strong 

password it can resist brute force and dictionary attacks at the same time password based 

authentication has many problems since humans are weak in remembering strings. The main two 

problems is that first they select weak passwords and another crucial problem is that they use 

same password in different websites [7].Password reuse attack cause users to lose sensitive 

information .Therefore, it is important to take human factors into consideration when designing a 
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user authentication protocol. Alternatives used are graphical password [2] [8][11] and other 

password management tool[6][8] and also three factor authentication. But graphical password 

cannot implement practically [5]. Apart from reuse attack it is important to consider about other 

stealing attacks like phishing.  Even though a lot of research has been made to protect passwords 

used in online accounts [4][3] and other sites from dictionary attacks[9] using many hash 

visualization[10] current defenses are still limited in terms of accuracy and efficiency. 

 In this paper we target to prevent both password reuse and password stealing attacks 

using a user authentication protocol called oPass [1] that uses user’s cell phone that is used to 

generate one time password and Short Message Service which is used to transmit the message. 

We also use a shared secret key between server and client for direct secure communication. A 

3G connection is also used for fast and better performance. The advantage is that user needs not 

to be remembering or type any passwords on conventional computers. The main advantages of 

oPass are: 

1) Anti-malware—Retrieving sensitive information from users mainly password is called 

Malware (e.g., key logger) .In oPass, users can enter into different sites without typing 

passwords on their computers. So malware is not allowed here. 

2) Phishing Protection—Sometimes users are forged to enter websites by cheating them using 

phishing attacks .Users who propose oPass are able to withstand phishing attacks.  

3) Secure Registration and Recovery—In oPass, here uses SMS for secure registration and 

Recovery. 

 4) Password Reuse Prevention and Weak Password Avoidance— oPass performs one-time 

password   approach. For each login the cell phone automatically derives one time password .So 

there is no need of remembering the password at all.  

5) Cell phone Protection—Since cell phone have a long term password that is only known by 

user the cell phone is always protected from attackers. 

 

REGISTRATION, LOGIN RECOVERY, PHASES IN oPASS 

 

Fig1.Registration Phase 
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Registration Phase 

 

Fig1.Depicts registration phase. The user starts oPass program installed on her cell 

phone. Using 3G connection the required IDu (account id she prefers) and IDs (usually the 

website url or domain name) is entered and  is  sent to the TSP and TSP will trace  users phone 

number Tu .Then TSP distribute a shared key  Ksd between the user and the server and forwards  

to server. The registration SMS is encrypted along with AES-CBC by this shared key. The 

response of server that includes server’s identity IDs , a random seed Φ, and server’s phone 

number Ts and server then forwards IDs, Φ, Ts and a shared key to the user’s cell phone. Once 

response is received, the user will setup a long-term password 𝑃𝑢with her cell phone. A 

credential is calculated using the equation 

c=H(Pu||IDs||Φ) 

Then cell phone sends an encrypted registration SMS to the server by phone number 𝑇𝑠 as 

follows: 

Cell phone      SMS    S: IDu,{c||Φ}Ksd,IV 

 

Once the SMS is received the servers decrypts it and verify authenticity of SMS. Server 

then generate c with the shared key 𝐾𝑠𝑑 .In order to prevent spoofing attack it is compared with 

Tu.Long term  password and secret is not stored by cell phone and all other information will be 

stored {IDs, Ts,  Φ ,i } where , variable i indicates the current index of the one-time password and 

is initially set to 0. The server can authenticate the user device during each login. Server receives 

this message and the server stores {IDu,Tu,,c,  Φ,i} and then completes the registration. 

 

Login Phase 

 

 

 

 

Fig2.Login Phase 
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    The Fig. 2 depicts Login phase. This phase starts when the user u sends a request to the server 

S through an untrusted browser (on a kiosk).Using cell phone the user will produce one-time 

password, e.g., δi.The necessary information encrypted with δi and deliver it to server S via an 

SMS message. With the pre-shared secret credential c and one time password, server S can 

verify and authenticate user.  The user u wishes to log into her favorite web server S (already 

registered).  By users IDu browser sends a request to S .IDs and a fresh nonce ns is sent to the 

browser by server. The same message is forwarded to the cell phone through Bluetooth or 

wireless interfaces. Once the message is received, the cell phone retrieves related 

information(which includes server’s phone number Ts and other parameters) from its database 

using IDs .The cell phone then calculates credential c is calculated by entering correct Pu . Next 

for the current login the one-time password 𝛿𝑖  is recomputed using the following operations: 

c=H (Pu||IDs||Φ)  

Then cell phone is sends SMS message to server S: 

 Cell phone   SMS    S:IDu,{c||Φ}Ksd,IV, 

 

After receiving the message, in order to verify and authenticate the SMS the server re-

computes δi (i.e., δi=H
N-i

(c)).The user is legitimate if received ns equals the previously generated 

ns user otherwise, the server will reject this login request. If server finds a successful verification, 

the success message is sent to user’s device by the Internet. The user and server can reset their 

random seed after N-1 rounds. 

 

Recovery Phase 

 
Fig3.Recovery Phase 

 

Fig. 3 depicts Recovery Phase. Recovery phase is used if a user may lose her cell phone. 

Based on sim card the TSP trace the phone number Tu and also forward her account IDu and the 
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Tu to server through an SSL tunnel. Once server S receives the request, S checks whether the 

user is already registered or not using its database. The secret credential is calculated and sent to 

user if the account IDu exists.The message to user includes IDs ,Φ,Ts
 and ns

 .Using this the user 

can generate the next one time password. A long term password is need to be entered to 

reproduce the correct one time password 𝛿𝑖+1.Then again credential is calculated and is 

encrypted along with server nonce and delivered to server for checking. In order to check that 

user u is recovered the server S compute 𝛿𝑖+1 and decrypts it. Same time user’s new cell phone is 

recovered.  

 

PROPOSED SCHEME 

    

In the proposed system, Secret key exchange mechanism is used to transfer information 

securely between the two end points. There are several secret key exchange scheme they are 

simple password exponent key exchange scheme (SPEKE), Elliptical curve exponent key 

exchange scheme (ECEKE) etc., proposed system the long-term password is encrypted using key 

exchange scheme (RSA+DIFFIE). 

 

The working of the proposed system is as follows 

STEP 1: 

  

Registration phase: 

 
 

Fig 4 .Proposed Registration Phase 

 

Fig.4 depicts the proposed registration phase 

 In this phase the user must open the mobile application in his cell phone and select new 

registration. Now the registration process begins. During the registration process the user 
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is requested to give information’s such as secret question, user name and long term 

password. 

 Proposed system along with that information email address is given as additional 

information. The long-term password is encrypted using secret exponent key exchange 

scheme. This encrypted password is divided into several pieces and sends through 

multiple paths of multi-homed network. 

 The registration process is successful only if this information reaches the server database. 

If registration fails the message is retransmitted. Registering information is an initial 

process. Only after registration phase the user can enter into the login phase. All the 

required information’s are given as input and stored into the server database.  

 Encrypting the log-term password is the one among process of the registration phase. The 

encrypted data is send to the server database via multiple paths. Registration success 

notification comes to the user’s cell phone only if  the information’s are properly stored 

into the database. 

 

STEP 2: 

 

LOGIN PHASE 

 

  
Fig. 5 .Proposed Login Phase 

 

 Fig.5 depicts the proposed login phase. In this phase open the particular website and enter 

user name within Internet browser. The user name is matched with the name present in 

the server database. If particular match is found then the user is requested for typing long-

term password in their mobile application. If username does not matches with the name s 

present in the server database login fails.  
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 In case of login success the user types long-term password in his mobile phone. This 

long-term passwords is encrypted using RSA+DIFFIE scheme and send via multiple path 

using multi-homing technique to server database. Server decrypts the information and 

matches it with the database information. If correct match is found then one-time 

passwords is generated and send to users’ mobile phone.  

 

 The login process fails if the long term password does not match the database 

information. User now types the onetime password in the browser. If this one time 

password matches the server generated one-time password then login process is 

successful. Login fails if a user one-time password does not match the server generated 

one-time password. 

 

STEP 3: 

 

RECOVERY PHASE 

 
Fig.6 Proposed Recovery phase. 

Fig.6 depicts proposed recovery phase. Recovery phase is not mandatory. It is used only 

if it is required by the users, with the help of recovery process it becomes easier for the users to 

regain the service in case of forgetting the mobile phone number or in case of losing their cell 

phone. Recovery can be done in two conditions they are forgetting the long-term password and if 

the user changes his mobile number. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

   In this paper, in order to prevent password stealing and reuse attacks a user 

authentication protocol named oPass is proposed. In order to enhance more security and 

performance for oPass we assume that each website have a unique phone number and we also 

assume that a telecommunication service provider is not participated in the login and recovery 

phases since TSP is a third party. Thereby we use a key exchange mechanism between server 

and user for more security and performance. The design principle of oPass is to eliminate the 

negative influence of human factors. A 3G connection is also used in the communication. In 

oPass users are need to remember the long term password to protect the cell phone. Main 

advantage of oPass is that users need not type any passwords untrusted computers in order to 

login on all websites since at each time one time password is generated automatically. oPass is 

the first user authentication protocol to prevent password stealing (i.e., phishing, key logger, and 

malware) and password reuse attacks simultaneously as compared with the other previous 

schemes. The reason is that oPass adopts the one-time password approach to ensure 

independence between each login. When users loss their cell phone password recovery is also 

make into account. With reissued SIM cards and their long term password our oPass system can 

be recovered. 
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